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the initial release of the monster hunter series was for the playstation 2 in 2002. [8] the series started
with monster hunter g in japan, which was released in 2001 for the playstation 2, and in 2003, the game
was localized to the west as monster hunter g: nightfall; it was the first monster hunter game released in
the west. monster hunter portable 3rd was released on the nintendo ds in 2009 and was also localized to

the west under the name monster hunter portable 3rd: the spine of the world. [14] it was the first
monster hunter game to be released in the west to be released for a home console. [2] the game was

localized under the name monster hunter portable 2nd and released for the nintendo 3ds in 2010. both
games were critically and commercially successful, and the sequel monster hunter portable 3rd would go

on to be the best selling game in the series. [15] the games spawned a series of sequels and spin-offs,
and have sold a combined total of more than 13 million copies worldwide, [16] and the first game has

been credited for pioneering the action role-playing genre. [17] the player character's name, gender, age
and date of birth are in no way connected to the player character's hunter, though the game's first

opening sequence states that the player character is born in a time when the protagonist is a child. many
of the game's monsters are also of mythical origin, and often wear exotic attire or have masks and other
adornments, leaving it unclear if the monsters are human or extra-terrestrial. monster hunter frontier g

has a more western style of presentation than the original monster hunter, eschewing the japanese
traditional cel-shaded graphics for a more realistic 3d art style. in addition, the music has been

overhauled, with many tracks being replaced by new ones. the game's sound effects and battle cries are
also new. it includes three new weapons: the shurikens, the twin-tusk spear, and the sharpened arrow.
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the players also have the
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option to participate in
various multiplayer

modes. alongside the
traditional multiplayer
mode, there are also
other modes. some of
these modes include:

completion mode, which
allows players to

challenge each other in
completing certain
objectives such as

hunting a certain number
of monsters, or beating
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the time limit on a quest.
leaderboards are also
available for players to

compare their scores with
their friends. another

multiplayer mode is the
cooperative multiplayer

mode, which allows
players to work together
to take down a monster.

in addition, the series also
features online

multiplayer modes.
depending on the version
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of the game, the plot
differs. the first

installment in the series,
monster hunter g, takes
place during the age of

the dinosaurs and
revolves around a

dinosaur hunter named jill
valentine, who has to
hunt down a monster

known as the rathalos.
this monster is said to
have killed her father.
while monster hunter g
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was an original story for
the franchise, the sequel
monster hunter portable

3rd takes place thousands
of years later and

revolves around a brother-
sister pair, claire redfield
and carlos olivera. they
are sent to investigate a

lighthouse on the coast of
japan and, upon their

arrival, they encounter
the monster g-doujinshi
and they must hunt him
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down. monster hunter
frontier g takes place
during an alternate
universe in which a

meteor crashes in the
water near the town of

dinotopia and an aquatic
civilization is established.
by the end of the game,
the hunter's class gains

levels from a combination
of experience points

gained from defeating
enemies and new
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techniques they learn
from wandering monsters.
each new level gives the

hunter additional
techniques to choose

from, a new set of skills,
and a new weapon. each
weapon has its own stats,

with some weapons
having better stats than
others. the hunter can

further refine their
weapon's attributes to

help them win fights. for
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example, a weapon with
high physical attack will
deal more damage, but
one with higher defense

will block more attacks. a
more powerful weapon
will have faster attack

speed and more stamina
consumption. sometimes,

the hunter can find
weapons and equipment

that can only be equipped
in specific quests. while
the hunter is in the field,
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they are automatically
followed by their felyne,
who can only accompany
one player at a time. the
hunter can control the

felyne's actions in combat
through a system called

the "follow hotkey"
located in the right-hand
corner of the screen. the
follow hotkey provides a
number of commands,
including a quick auto-

follow, a quick lock-on, a
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quick whistle command to
call the felyne, a

command to quickly run
over the felyne, and a

quick command to throw
the felyne. by using the

follow hotkey commands,
the hunter can use the

felyne as a mobile
support unit, such as

when the felyne can use
their whirlpool blade to
knock monsters off of
cliffs, or simply as a
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homing beacon to home
back to the hunter. the

hunter can summon
another felyne at any

time by pressing the ps
button. the felyne will

follow the hunter and can
also be used to call for
the other felyne on the

team. 5ec8ef588b
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